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a b s t r a c t
The developmental trajectories of theta band (4-7 Hz) event-related oscillations (EROs), a key neurophysiological constituent of the P3 response, were assessed in 2170 adolescents and young adults ages
12 to 25. The theta EROs occurring in the P3 response, important indicators of neurocognitive function,
were elicited during the evaluation of task-relevant target stimuli in visual and auditory oddball tasks.
These tasks call upon attentional and working memory resources. Large differences in developmental rates between males and females were found; scalp location and task modality (visual or auditory)
differences within males and females were small compared to gender differences. Trajectories of interregional and intermodal correlations between ERO power values exhibited increases with age in both
genders, but showed a divergence in development between auditory and visual systems during ages 16
to 21. These results are consistent with previous electrophysiological and imaging studies and provide
additional temporal detail about the development of neurophysiological indices of cognitive activity.
Since measures of the P3 response has been found to be a useful endophenotypes for the study of a number of clinical and behavioral disorders, studies of its development in adolescents and young adults may
illuminate neurophysiological factors contributing to the onset of these conditions.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Brain development in adolescents and young adults occurs on
neuronal, structural, and functional levels. One important indicator of neurocognitive function is the P3 (or P300) response,
evidenced by the production of a large positive waveform with a
peak between 300 ms and 700 ms after the presentation of a target stimulus. The P3 response is elicited by infrequently presented
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target stimuli in a stream of more frequently occurring nontarget stimuli in auditory and visual target detection (oddball)
tasks, which call for the subject to respond to only the target
stimulus. The P3 response has been proposed to index attentional and working memory resources [1]. It has been associated
with several anatomical loci (locus coeruleus, anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), insula, and the right-lateralized frontal and temporoparietal regions of the ventral attention network) which may
be part of a distributed circuit [2–5]. Studies of visual and auditory target detection tasks using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) suggest that common, supramodal functional systems are involved as well as modality-speciﬁc systems [6,7].
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Frequency domain analysis suggests that the theta band event
related oscillation (ERO) is a major constituent of the P3 response
[8–13]. Theta EROs are important for processes underlying frontal
inhibitory control, conscious awareness, recognition memory and
episodic retrieval, as shown in a number of experimental contexts
[14–19].
There are many changes related to brain development during
adolescence that may effect theta ERO power. On the neuronal
level, there is a decrease in gray matter density and cortical
thickness in adolescence, probably reﬂecting synaptic pruning
and myelination, and an increase in white matter [20,21]. On
the structural/anatomical level, trajectories of brain volumes of
different regions and tissue types, as well as other features of cortical anatomy, exhibit curvilinear properties which vary between
regions [22–26] and between genders [22,27–29], as determined
by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of subjects between the ages
of 8 and 20. Gender differences are also present in functional MRI
studies of the development of task-related brain activity in adolescents and young adults in a number of different tasks [30–34].
Brain networks develop from a pattern of local connectivity to more
global patterns of connectivity [35–43]. Systematic changes of the
electrophysiology of brain activity occur with age, both in the resting state and in a variety of task related conditions [44,45]. Among
the most prominent are decrease in power in oscillatory activity
in both resting state and task related activity [46,47]. Gender differences in development have also been observed in task related
activity [48,49]. These factors suggest that a general decrease in
power should be found in both genders and modalities, that trajectories may have non-linear characteristics, and that strong gender
differences and increased correlation with age between locations
will be found.
The theta ERO occurring in the P3 response to target stimuli in
the visual oddball experiment has been shown to have signiﬁcant
genetic associations with genetic variants of several different genes
encoding neurophysiologically signiﬁcant factors [12,50–52]. No
other neurophysiological measure has been found to have this span
of genetic association. This suggests that a developmental study
of the theta ERO would be a useful preliminary to any study of
the genetics of the development of neurophysiological function.
The development of theta band EROs during adolescence have not
previously been studied, although previous studies have examined
the pattern of the development of visual and auditory P3 peak
amplitude in adolescents [48,53–59]. No developmental studies of
neurophysiological function have attempted to characterize trajectories of any measure of task-related activity in the temporal detail
provided here.
The primary goal of this study was to determine the developmental trajectories of the measures of the power of theta
EROs obtained in the visual and auditory target detection tasks,
and the trajectories of the correlations between them. The study
focuses on elucidating gender, modality, and regional differences
in these developmental trajectories. The trajectory of the correlations of power values provide a measure of the supraregional
and supramodal characteristics of brain development of factors
affecting theta ERO generation. In preliminary analyses, theta and
delta band EROs in both total and evoked measures were examined. No signiﬁcant differences in trajectories were found among
these measures, so the analysis was restricted to the total power
in the theta band in the three midline electrodes the interest of
the simplicity of interpretation and consistency with prior studies
[11,12,48,55]. In subsequent studies, the developmental trajectories of the associations between genetic variants (SNPs) from
a number of genes associated with neurophysiological factors
and the measures of the power of theta EROs employed in this
study will be determined using the same data set and similar
methodologies.
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2. Methods and materials
2.1. Subjects
The sample comprised 2170 adolescents and young adults from
the Prospective Study of the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of
Alcoholism (COGA), a multisite collaboration designed to study the
genetics of alcoholism [60], examined within the age range of 12
to 25 years. The Prospective Study began in 2004 as a prospective
study of adolescents and young adults from pedigrees ascertained
in previous phases of COGA, which contained members from alcoholic families (recruited through a proband in treatment) and a
set of community (comparison) families, randomly ascertained to
be representative of the general population. These families were
recruited during the years 1990 to 2000. Although over 80% of the
subjects are from families originally recruited through an alcoholic
proband, fewer than 25% of the sample are ﬁrst degree relatives of
the probands, and many are only distantly related to the probands.
Participants in the study were reassessed at approximately two
year intervals. Subjects were excluded from neurophysiological
assessment if they had any of the following: (1) recent substance or
alcohol use (i.e., positive breath-analyzer test and/or urine screen),
(2) hepatic encephalopathy/cirrhosis of the liver, (3) history of
head injury, seizures or neurosurgery, (4) uncorrected sensory
deﬁcits, (5) use of medication known to inﬂuence brain functioning, (6) history/symptoms of psychoses, (7) positive test for human
immunodeﬁciency virus, (8) other acute/chronic medical illnesses
that affects brain function and (9) and a score of less than 25 on
the Mini Mental State Examination. This sample comprised subjects with one or more neurophysiological assessments: 475 had 1
assessment, 583 had 2, 576 had 3, 494 had 4, and 42 had 5 assessments. Data from six collection sites have been included in this
study: SUNY Downstate Medical Center; University of Connecticut
Health Science Center; Washington University School of Medicine
in St. Louis; University of California at San Diego; University of
Iowa, and Indiana University School of Medicine. Recruitment and
assessment procedures have been described elsewhere [61–63],
and are also available at this website: https://zork5.wustl.edu/
niaaa/coga instruments/resources.html. The experimental protocols were approved by each site’s institutional review board, and
informed consent (for those over eighteen years of age) or assent
(for those under eighteen years of age) was obtained from all participants.
2.2. Electrophysiology
Two oddball tasks, one visual, the other auditory, which have
been used in the COGA neurophysiology battery from the inception of the project [64,65] were used for this study. In each task,
subjects were verbally instructed to suppress their eye blinks and
to sit as still as possible. They were asked to respond to the target
with a button press as quickly as possible, but not at the expense
of accuracy, and not to respond to other stimuli.
2.2.1. Visual oddball task
A three-stimulus visual oddball task was employed with 280
visual stimuli of three different types: 35 targets (rarely occurring
letter ‘X’) to which the subjects responded quickly and accurately
with a button press, 210 non-targets (frequently occurring white
squares) and 35 novels (rarely occurring random colored geometric ﬁgures) (probabilities of occurrence of 0.125, 0.750 and 0.125
respectively). Stimuli subtended a visual angle of 2.5 degrees with
stimulus durations of 60 ms and inter-stimulus intervals of 1625 ms
The stimuli were presented pseudo-randomly with the only constraint that a target or novel stimulus never preceded a target or
novel stimulus.
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2.2.2. Auditory oddball task
Subjects were presented binaurally with two tones of different frequencies. One stimulus was a low tone (600 Hz) and the
other a high tone (1600 Hz) produced by a tone generator. Each
stimulus had a 60 ms duration (10 ms rise and fall times and 40 ms
plateau) and an intensity level of 60 dB. A computer initiated the
stimulus. The probabilities of the rare and the frequent tones were
0.125 and 0.875 respectively. The use of the low or high tone as the
rare (target) tone was alternated across the subjects. The auditory
stimuli were presented through headphones (model ER-3A Tubephone Insert Earphones, 50  impedance; Etymotic Research, Elk
Grove Village, IL); the earpiece and a short length of the Tubephone
were ﬁtted under the electrode cap, and the individual left and right
transducer cases were situated on either side of the neck. Subjects
received a maximum of 400 trials with a uniform interstimulus
interval of 1500 ms.
2.2.3. Event-related potential recording
All six collaborating sites used identical experimental procedures and EEG acquisition hardware and software. Subjects
were seated comfortably 1 m from a monitor in a dimly lit
sound-attenuated RF-shielded booth (Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, NY, USA), and wore an electrode cap (Electro-Cap
International, Inc., Eaton, OH, USA) as speciﬁed by the International
10–20 System for Electrode Placement (Fig. S2). The nose served as
reference and the forehead served as ground. Electrode impedences
were maintained below 5 k. Electrical activity was ampliﬁed
10,000 times using Neuroscan ampliﬁers and was recorded continuously over a bandwidth of 0.02-100.0 Hz on a Neuroscan system
(Versions 4.1-4.5; Neurosoft, Inc., El Paso, TX, USA) at sampling
rates of 256, 500 and 512 Hz, depending on the Neuroscan version,
and stored for further analysis. During analysis all signals were resampled to 256 Hz and bandpass ﬁltered between 0.05 and 55.0 Hz.
Artifact rejection threshold was set at 100 V. A minimum of 20
trials of 100 ms pre-stimulus to 750 ms post-stimulus artifact-free
data for each stimulus was required for analysis.
2.2.4. ERO energy estimation
Estimates of localized power of non-stationary evoked potential
time series were obtained using the S-transform, a time-frequency
representation method developed by Stockwell [66]. This method
has been previously described and implemented in our laboratory
to evaluate event-related signals in the time-frequency domain
[11–13,67].
Event-related electrophysiological data for the target stimulus
from the visual oddball task and the auditory oddball task were analyzed. The amplitude envelope of the S-transform time-frequency
region was averaged across single trials, per individual, to obtain
estimates of event-related total power. Mean power was calculated for each electrode within time-frequency regions of interest
that were deﬁned by frequency band range and time intervals. The
measures used in this analysis were the total power in the theta
band (3.0-7.0 Hz) oscillation at the frontal (Fz), central (Cz), and
parietal (Pz) midline electrodes extracted from the 300–700 ms
time window, which corresponds to the window of the P3 component in the event-related waveforms The time window and
frequency band were chosen to capture relevant data from both
tasks at the cost of being overly wide in both frequency and time
ranges for each task individually, and used for reporting previous
theta ERO results from our laboratory [52]. The electrodes were
chosen because of previous use in studies from our own laboratory [11,12] and other developmental studies [48,55]. Correlations
between measures were estimated using a method described in
Section 2.3.2.

2.3. Statistical methodology
2.3.1. Developmental models
In examining the trajectory of a neurophysiological index, the
interest is both in determining the value of that index at any particular age, and in determining how fast and in what direction it
is changing. The value of the index observed at a particular age
represents the cumulative effect of developmental changes up to
the age at which the observation was made. The time course of
this cumulative effect is the trajectory of the developmental process. The instantaneous state of the developmental process at any
speciﬁc age is given by the rate of change of the trajectory (developmental rate) at the age of interest. In this perspective, the state
of the developmental process is not directly observable, but can
only be estimated from the observable cumulative effects of the
developmental process. Although there is a direct mathematical
relation between the process and its cumulative effects, results
are presented on both the process and its cumulative effects for a
more comprehensive view of the phenomena studied. In addition,
to understand the relation between the neurophysiological indices
studied, the trajectories of their correlations are also determined,
and results presented.
If the instantaneous state of the developmental process is represented as g(t), then the measured cumulative value (developmental
t
trajectory) s(t) equals t g(x)dx. In order to obtain the develop0

mental rate curve (velocity curve) g(t) the time derivative of s(t)
must be estimated. Since there is no explicit biological model for
the development process, no parametric form is attributed to g(t)
or s(t). In the varying coefﬁcient model [68] used in this study,
the dependent variable, a point on the developmental trajectory,
is an implicit (non-parametric) function of age, and the effects
of the independent variables (covariates) on the developmental
trajectory can vary with age. (In this study, the developmental trajectories are those of the natural logarithm of theta ERO power
values from the scalp locations mentioned above. The logarithmic transformation of the data was used to eliminate the skewed
distribution found at every age. In the paper all uses of the word
“log” as short for “logarithm” mean natural logarithm, including
all text on ﬁgures.) The mean of the developmental trajectory
s(t) and its time derivative is estimated by a local linear regression calculation [69–71]. The local linear regression calculation is
a sequence of regression calculations each centered at a speciﬁc
age in which the intercept of the regression line is the mean of the
trajectory and the slope of the regression line the time derivative
at the age at which the regression is centered. That is, a separate calculation is carried out to determine the mean and slope
of the theta ERO power values for each central age, which ranges
from ages 12 to 25 in one-tenth year intervals, using age-invariant
covariates. Each calculation contains data extending before and
after the central age (except for the very ﬁrst and last in the
sequence); models centered one year apart share at least 86% of
their data and models two years apart share at least 75%, so that
there is considerable overlap in the data used for calculation in
nearby ages. The regression is weighted so that data near the center age counts more in determining the result than data further
away from the center. Each of the six dependent variables, the
theta ERO power values at each electrode and each modality, is
modeled separately in order to simplify the interpretation of the
regression analysis. This methodology is adapted from the work of
[72–78].
The model for each age tk , k = 1, . . ., 131, is represented by the
following equation, in which yij is the dependent variable for subject i at observation j at age tij , Wh (t) the kernel weighting for the
local linear regression model, a function of the bandwidth (fraction of data included) h, ˇ0,n,k the parameter to be estimated for
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covariate n for its effect on the intercept and ˇ1,n,k the parameter to
be estimated for covariate n for its effect on the slope, and Xi,j,m the
value of covariate m of subject i at observation j. Different sets of
covariates may be used for the estimation of the slope and the intercept. The weight Wh (tij − tk ) will be non-zero only over an interval
near tk and diminishes rapidly as the distance between tij and tk
increases. Note that the beta values are indexed to emphasize that
each is the product of a separate estimation for each age. (In the
equation, intercept terms appear on the ﬁrst line and slope terms
on the second line. The summations are over the repeated indices
in the covariates and betas.)
Wh (tij − tk )yij = Wh (tij − tk )[ˇ0,0,k +
+ (ˇ1,0,k +





Xi,j,n ˇ0,n,k

Xi,j,m ˇ1,m,k ) ∗ (tij − tk )]

(1)

In the statistical model used to estimate gender effects the
covariates for the intercept are gender, family type (Alcoholic or
Community; see Section 2.1), and the ﬁrst two principal components from the stratiﬁcation analysis of the genetic data from these
subjects; the only covariate for the slope is gender. The principal components from the stratiﬁcation analysis [79] were used to
ensure the greatest comparability with the genotypic model used in
a forthcoming study of the trajectories of the association of genetic
variants with the theta EROs. Weights for individuals were adjusted
to account for multiple observations on single individuals and copresence of sibs in each of the local linear regression calculations.
The bandwidth for the kernel (Epanechnikov) was taken as 0.6 to
minimize the mean squared error, although the variation in the size
of the error was less than 2% over the range of bandwidths from 0.4
to 0.8.
As there are 5555 observations spread over a 13 year age-range,
there is sufﬁcient data to provide estimates of the means of the
variables at one-tenth year intervals and to provide estimates of
the mean rates of change of the variables as well. Since 90% of the
successive observations of individuals have an interval of greater
than 1.75 years, no longitudinal modeling at the shorter time scale
(6 months) at which signiﬁcant changes in the measured variables
can occur is possible (the estimate for the time scale is derived
from [26]). Results are not independent between models for different ages since the data in each of the 131 regression models has
considerable overlap with the data used in the models for nearby
ages. Signiﬁcance levels and effect sizes were obtained from the
regression calculations and corroborated using a non-parametric
bootstrap method with 1000 resamplings.
2.3.2. Power correlations
Age-centered and weighted correlations between theta ERO
measures both within (intramodal) and between (intermodal)
visual and auditory modalities for all pairs of locations were calculated using an approach similar to that employed in the regression
analysis, using the same age intervals and same weights as used
in the regression analysis. This calculation produces a sequence of
131 correlations for each pair of measures, resulting in 6 intramodal
sequences and 9 intermodal sequences per gender. One statistical test was planned on the individual sequences of correlations:
whether there was an increase in correlation from age 12 to age 25
for each correlation sequence, using a bootstrap-normal method
with the same 1000 resamplings as used for the developmental
model.
After examination of the data, which revealed a pattern of
decrease followed by increase in some sequences of correlations, an
additional statistical calculation was carried out for each sequence
of correlations: using a randomization test, test whether the difference between the minimum value, taken over the entire age range,
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and the value at age 25 in the observed sequence of values could
be the result of random ﬂuctuations around the trend from age 12
to age 25. For testing whether the increase in correlation from the
minimum value to that at age 25 was the result of random ﬂuctuations around the trend, the null hypothesis was that the sequence
of correlation values was like a random walk, with the sequence of
increments (differences between successive values) between successive correlation estimates randomly drawn from the realized
increments, with the resulting difference between the minimum
value, taken over the entire age range, and the value at age 25.
The statistical characteristics of the null hypothesis were determined by cumulative summation of each of 1000 permutations
of the realized increments to provide 1000 randomized sequences
of correlations, determining the difference between the minimum
value and the value at age 25 for each randomized sequence, and
then ﬁnding the mean and standard deviation of the 1000 resulting differences. The realized difference was then represented in
terms of its distance in standard deviations from the mean as determined by the randomization process, and its signiﬁcance estimated
accordingly.
3. Results
Both males and females exhibit a general decrease in theta ERO
power from ages 12 to 25. Pervasive differences between male and
female growth patterns during this age range are the most striking feature of our results (see Fig. 1). In contrast to the decrease
in power with age, the correlations between the power values
increased from age 12 to age 25 for correlations within each modality between locations (intramodal), and increased from some age
between 17 and 20 to age 25 for correlations between modalities
at both the same and different locations (intermodal), with the
trajectories of intramodal correlations having a different pattern
than the trajectories of the intermodal correlations. The differences
between males and females in the trajectories of the correlations of
the power values is much less than in the trajectories of the power
values themselves.
3.1. ERO power values
To present fully the characteristics of the developmental trajectories, as mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.3.1, three
different visual representations are employed in Fig. 1: in the top
row the values are plotted to compare the trajectories themselves;
in the middle row the relative values are plotted to compare the
shapes of the trajectories without regard to levels of value; in the
bottom row the rates of change of the trajectories are plotted to
explicitly represent the size of the changes in the trajectories. The
top row of Fig. 1 shows the estimated means of the log transformed
ERO power. Although male and female trajectories are different,
the relation between electrode locations does not differ between
males and females: the difference between the posterior channel
(Pz) compared to central (Cz) and frontal (Fz) channels is similar
in males and females. To emphasize the difference in the shapes, in
contrast to the sizes, of the trajectories of males and females the
data is also presented in the form of relative values in the middle row: each trajectory is rescaled and recentered in terms of the
ratio of each of its values to the mean of the values of the trajectory taken over the entire age range of 12 to 25. The difference
between the values at the beginning and at the end of the age range
is the developmental change as a proportion of the mean value of
the quantity represented, rather than as an absolute difference as
shown in the top row. The steeper slopes of males in the relative
values of theta ERO trajectories show clearly that males decrease by
a much larger proportion of their mean values than females over
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Fig. 1. Theta ERO total power trajectory means (s(t)) in auditory (left column) and visual (right column) modalities presented in three views: Top row: Development curves:
log(s(t)). Middle row: Relative development curves: s̃(t) = (log(s(t)) − mean(log(s(t))))/mean(log(s(t))). Values are shown as relative to the mean value of the trajectory
over the entire age range of 12 to 25. Plots of relative values emphasize similarities and differences in overall shape, rather than in values. Bottom row: Rates of change of
development curves: d log(s(t))/dt = (ds(t)/dt)/s(t). Each line in this graph represents the slope of the corresponding line in the graph in the top row at the corresponding age.
The y-axis is inverted in order to more clearly illustrate the decrease in absolute value of the slopes with time. All line styles and colors of the graphs follow the legends in
the middle row.

this age range. The slopes of the male and female trajectories are
explicitly shown in the bottom row, a plot of the rates of change of
the mean values (developmental rates) in both the visual and auditory modalities. The male slopes are much larger in absolute value
than the female slopes until about age 20. In order to emphasize
the decrease in absolute values of the slopes, the y-axis has been
inverted. Within genders the rates of change of the mean values
exhibit only slight differences between modality. Family type was
only sporadically statistically signiﬁcant in an irregular temporal
pattern.

3.1.1. Trajectories of power values
In the auditory task, theta power in females was greater than
males at age 25 at all locations, with the difference between male
and female power between 35% and 45% of the combined mean
decrease from age 12 to age 25. In the visual task, theta power in
females was greater than males at age 25 at all locations, with the
difference between male and female power about 35% of the overall
decrease from age 12 to age 25.
In both modalities and all locations, differences between
males and female became statistically signiﬁcant by age 16 and
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Table 1
Decreases from age 12 to age 25 in all theta ERO power values (log-transformed). The signiﬁcance for differences between male and female values was calculated by
bootstrapping.
Decrease from age 12 to age 25
Auditory

Male
Female

Visual

Fz

Cz

Pz

Fz

Cz

Pz

0.495
0.322

0.546
0.364

0.645
0.423

0.618
0.371

0.609
0.343

0.652
0.272

4.99 × 10−4

2.72 × 10−5

2.87 × 10−5

4.02 × 10−7

2.68 × 10−12

p-Value for male–female difference
2.15 × 10−3

continued to age 25. Effect sizes of gender difference when significant range from 0.1 to 0.6. From age 16 onward p-values for age
speciﬁc gender differences ranged from p < 4 ×10−4 to p < 10−15 .
Gender differences in the amount of decrease of the mean values from age 12 to age 25 were signiﬁcant when evaluated over
all 6 modality/location variables, obtained from bootstrapping (see
Table 1 for the values of the decreases). It should be emphasized that
there is considerable overlap between the distributions of power
values for males and females. The large sample size implies that
differences between the means of males and females can be quite
signiﬁcant without being large in terms of the variance within the
groups.
3.1.2. Developmental rates
In Section 2.3.1, it was observed that the trajectory, s(t), represented the cumulative effect of the developmental process, and
that the state of the process at a particular age was the rate of
change (time derivative) of s(t). The trajectories were presented
as log(s(t)) in the top row of Fig. 1. Since the derivative of log(s(t))
is (ds(t)/dt)/s(t), the bottom row of Fig. 1 shows the relative (or
fractional) rate of change of the trajectory of the power values or
equivalently the rate of change of the trajectory of the log transformed power values. The results are described in terms of the
relative rates of change. Theta power in males shows a relatively
constant rate of decrease of about 8% to 9% per year from 12 to 16
years of age, then the rate of decrease diminishes in a fairly uniform way before stability is reached at about age 23. Theta power
in females shows a relatively constant rate of decrease of about 2.5%
to 4% per year from 12 to 16 years of age, then the rate of decrease
diminishes until about age 18, remains stable until age 20, and then
increases to its previous level of between 2.5% and 4% at age 22
before stabilizing at about 2% around age 25. Note that male and
female velocity curves are roughly parallel to each other until the
age of 18, when their patterns sharply diverge. Differences greater
than 0.015 (1.5%) between values at different ages are statistically
signiﬁcant at the p < 0.05 level, as determined by bootstrapping.
Differences in slopes between males and females are statistically
signiﬁcant at the p < 0.05 level from ages 12 to 19.

Table 2
Power correlations of intramodal pairs: relative increases in correlation from value
at age 12 to value age 25 for intramodal pairs. The relative increase is the difference
between the value at age 25 and the value at age 12, divided by the mean over the
entire age range. Signiﬁcance calculated by bootstrap-normal methods.
Locations

Increase
Male

As mentioned in the introduction, a measure of the development of regional and functional integration of brain activity is
provided by the trajectories of intramodal and intermodal correlations between ERO power values. Intramodal correlations measure
regional integration within each modality, either through connectivity or commonality of the neurophysiology of the ERO
generators. Although volume conduction effects serve to inﬂate
correlation coefﬁcients as a function of distance, these effects are
age independent. Thus changes in intramodal correlations with age
are not affected by volume conduction. Intermodal correlations
measure functional integration between the auditory and visual

p-Value
Female

Male

Female

Auditory (intramodal)
0.054**
Fz–Cz
0.036
Fz–Pz
Cz–Pz
0.019

0.069**
0.094**
0.018

0.003
0.198
0.292

0.002
0.009
0.283

Visual (intramodal)
0.065**
Fz–Cz
0.090*
Fz–Pz
0.011
Cz–Pz

0.025
0.125*
0.032*

0.008
0.022
0.170

0.288
0.018
0.049

Signiﬁcance levels:
*
0.01 < p < 0.05.
**
p < 0.01.

systems, an index of the development of the supramodal characteristics of the P3 response found in adults (see the second paragraph
of Section 1). Intermodal correlations may be between power values at the same locations or between power values at different
locations. Visual representations of the trajectories of both the
intramodal and intermodal correlations of the EROs are provided in
Fig. 2. Since signiﬁcant results have gender differences, only correlations of the separate male and female samples are described here.
Tables 2 and 3 provide details of the statistical results reported.
Table 3
Power correlations of intermodal pairs: relative increases in correlation from minimum value (over entire age range) to value at age 25 for intermodal pairs (bottom
two sections). The relative increase is the difference between the value at age 25
and the minimum value regardless of age, divided by the mean over the entire age
range. Signiﬁcance calculated by randomization test.
Relative increase from minimum value to value at age 25
Increase
Sites

3.2. ERO power correlations

Relative increase from value at age 12 to value at age 25

Male

p-Value
Male

Female

Auditory – visual (intermodal – matching sites)
0.0544*
0.166**
Fz–Fz
Cz–Cz
0.0885**
0.269**
Pz–Pz
0.1489**
0.142

0.0023
10−15
10−15

10−15
10−15
0.2125

Auditory – visual (intermodal – non-matching sites)
0.083
0.222**
Fz–Cz
Fz–Pz
0.216
0.286
0.166**
0.299**
Cz–Pz
**
Cz–Fz
0.124
0.262**
Pz–Fz
0.097**
0.198*
0.092**
0.146**
Pz–Cz

0.772
0.584
10−15
10−15
10−15
10−15

10−15
0.058
10−15
10−15
0.007
10−15

Signiﬁcance levels:
*
10−6 < p < 0.05.
**
p < 10−6 .

Female
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Intramodal Correlations

Correlation coefficient

Male: auditory

Female: auditory

1

1

0.95

0.95

0.9

Male: visual

Female: visual

1

1

0.95

0.95

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.6

0.6

0.6
FZ−CZ
FZ−PZ
CZ−PZ

0.55
0.5
12

18

FZ−CZ
FZ−PZ
CZ−PZ

0.55
24

0.5
12

0.6
FZ−CZ
FZ−PZ
CZ−PZ

0.55
18

24

FZ−CZ
FZ−PZ
CZ−PZ

0.5
12

18

0.55
24

0.5
12

18

24

Intermodal Correlations

Correlation coefficient

Male:
matching locations

Female:
matching locations
FZ−FZ
CZ−CZ
PZ−PZ

Male:
non−matching locations

0.6

0.6

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35
0.3
12

FZ−FZ
CZ−CZ
PZ−PZ

18
24
Age in years

0.3
12

18
24
Age in years

0.6

FZ−PZ
PZ−FZ
CZ−PZ
PZ−CZ

Female:
non−matching locations

0.3
12

18
24
Age in years

0.6

0.3
12

FZ−PZ
PZ−FZ
CZ−PZ
PZ−CZ

18
24
Age in years

Fig. 2. Intramodal and intermodal phenotypic correlations. Intramodal correlations in top panel: Left columns: Auditory correlations; Right columns: Visual correlations.
Intermodal correlations in bottom panel: Left columns: Matching locations; Right columns: Non-matching locations. (For non-matching locations the ﬁrst electrode is the
auditory, the second the visual.) Note that the scales are different between in the top and bottom panels.

3.2.1. Intramodal correlations
Intramodal (interregional) power correlations between theta
EROs exhibit gradual increases from age 12 to 25; the correlations
between anterior and central or posterior theta EROs exhibit the
largest increase. Correlations range from 0.59 to 0.87, with CzPz being consistently the largest and Fz-Pz the smallest. Increases
from age 12 to age 25 range from 3% to 13% of the mean value
of the correlations, with the increase in Fz-Pz the largest in each
modality in females and in the male visual modality; the increase
in male auditory Fz-Cz was greater than the Fz-Pz increase. The
increases at seven of the twelve correlation pairs (three for males
and four for females) were signiﬁcant at the p < 0.05 level as
determined by bootstrapping (see the top panel of Fig. 2 and
Table 2).

3.2.2. Intermodal correlations
In contrast to the intramodal correlations, most intermodal correlations did not have a nearly monotonic increase from age 12
to 25, but were punctuated by a sharp decrease during ages 15 to
18 in females and ages 15 to 20 in males, followed by a recovery
(see the bottom panel of Fig. 2). This was the case in both correlations between modalities at the same location and correlations
between modalities at different locations. Intermodal power correlations between theta EROs exhibit increases from age 12 to 25 but
the only statistical signiﬁcant result is for auditory Fz with visual
Pz (20%) in males.
The pattern of decrease and recovery is somewhat more pronounced in females than in males. To characterize this pattern,
increases from the minimum value of the correlation to the value
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at age 25 were calculated. Increases from minimum to ﬁnal values
in intermodal correlations ranges between 2% and 30% of the mean
values for females and between 2% and 17% of the mean values
for males. As described in the ﬁnal paragraph of Section 2.3.2, an
additional statistical test was used to evaluate the signiﬁcance of
these increases. Increases in four of the nine intermodal correlations: auditory Cz – visual Cz, auditory Cz – visual Fz, auditory Pz
– visual Cz, auditory Cz – visual Pz; had p-values less than 10−6 for
both genders. Differences in four of the other intermodal correlations were signiﬁcant in one gender only at a 10−6 level: auditory Fz
– visual Fz, auditory Fz – visual Cz, auditory Pz – visual Fz, auditory
Pz – visual Pz (see Table 3).
In summary, the pattern of increase of correlations between
ERO power measures was different in intramodal correlations compared to intermodal correlations. For the intramodal correlations
the increase is from age 12 to age 25 which occurs in 5 of the 6
intramodal pairs in one (3 pairs) or both (2 pairs) of the genders
but in only one of the 9 intermodal pairs in one gender. For the
intermodal correlations the increase is not from age 12 but begins
at some age between 17 and 20, when a minimum value occurs,
to age 25 in 8 of the 9 intermodal pairs; this pattern occurs in one
(2 pairs) or both (6 pairs) of the genders in the intermodal pairs
but in only one of the intramodal pairs. The uniformity within both
the intramodal correlation trajectories and the intermodal correlation trajectories combined with the difference between intramodal
and intermodal correlation trajectories suggest a signiﬁcant divergence in developmental pattern between the auditory and visual
systems from age 16 to age 20 followed by a reconvergence. (We
note the somewhat anomalous behavior of intramodal visual Cz –
Pz and intermodal auditory Fz – visual Cz). Differences between
male and female trajectories were small compared to those in the
power trajectories.
4. Discussion
There are four signiﬁcant ﬁndings regarding the development of
theta EROs in adolescents and young adults reported in this study:
1. Male and female developmental trajectories of theta ERO power
were signiﬁcantly different in their temporal characteristics,
with more rapid decreases with age in males than in females during the ages of 12 to 25. The change in the rate of decrease with
age was nearly monotonic in males, with greater ﬂuctuations in
females.
2. Male and female developmental trajectories of power were not
signiﬁcantly different in their regional characteristics. Relations
between power at different locations were similar between
males and females and the shapes of trajectories did not depend
on location.
3. Both males and females exhibited increasing supraregional
(global) functional integration with age in each modality as
manifested by increasing intramodal power correlations, with
correlations between more distant locations showing the greatest proportional increase over the course of the ages of 12 to
25. Intramodal correlations were always larger than intermodal
correlations.
4. Both males and females exhibited a decrease followed by a sharp
increase in supramodal functional integration in a span centered
at age 18 and ranging from ages 16 to 21, with the increase persisting to age 25, as manifested by the trajectories of intermodal
correlations. This, combined with the nearly monotonic increase
within the intramodal power correlations indicates a divergence
followed by a reconvergence in the developmental characteristics of the auditory and visual systems during the period from
ages 16 to 21.
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Non-parametric regression methods made it possible to obtain
the detailed trajectories and rates of change of theta EROs and the
effects of gender on them, as well as age-speciﬁc power correlations. Parametric models in longitudinal data analysis are useful
when the conformity or deviation of the observations to a known
or hypothesized process is of primary interest, or where the interest
is to summarize the large-scale characteristics of a data set in terms
of its general shape. The large number of observations with precise
ages, and the fact that there are no mathematical models of the
biological processes governing the development of brain function
provides a strong rationale for the use of non-parametric methods,
which enable the estimation of a trajectory that takes into account
the non-unformity of the developmental process.
4.1. ERO power trajectories
4.1.1. P3 studies
One study of the development of theta EROs associated with
the P3 response is available [46]; however it provides little detail
on development in adolescents. Since a parallel between P3 amplitude results and theta EROs may be expected [11,80], comparable
decreases in P3 peak amplitudes with age in adolescents have been
reported in several studies [53,54,58,55,81]. Gender difference in
the visual P3 response measured by peak amplitudes has been
recorded in adults [82,83] and adolescents [54]. Decreases in theta
EROs are consistent with studies which report decreases in resting
EEG power [47].
4.1.2. Structural and anatomical studies
There are two characteristic features of brain development
during adolescence: a decrease in gray matter density and cortical thickness, likely reﬂecting synaptic pruning and myelination;
and an increase in white matter [20,21]. These processes are not
uniform across different brain regions [84,26]. Adolescent males
exhibit steeper developmental slopes in gray matter reduction and
white matter increase than females [85,22,27,25]. The observed
decrease in theta ERO power in our study is consistent with the
decrease in gray matter density and cortical thickness; perhaps the
steeper trajectories of theta ERO power loss in males are related
to their steeper trajectory of gray matter reduction. Trajectories
of brain volumes of different regions and tissue types, as well as
other features of cortical anatomy in pre-adolescents and adolescents, exhibit curvilinear properties which vary between regions
[86,23–26]. These variations are possibly connected to the varying rates of decrease of power as well as age related differences in
topography not discussed in this study. Relations between global
and regional brain anatomical features shown in [22,25] have no
apparent gender speciﬁcity.
4.1.3. Functional studies
Gender differences in trajectories across this age range have
been reported for functional neuroimaging brain development
variables [30–32,34,33], but since trajectories have been reported
parametrically, or compared between distinct age ranges, the temporal detail identiﬁed here has not previously been reported.
Furthermore, gender differences in rates of change across this age
range have not previously been reported for brain development
variables, nor speciﬁcally modeled. Preliminary studies of other P3
ERO related variables from this data set, which differ from those
in this study in frequency band, ERO measure, and task condition,
show similar gender differences in trajectories as those reported
here.
A functional study of a somewhat similar oddball task using
fMRI [32] reports increases of activation in some brain regions and
decrease of activations in others with development, corresponding
to increased relative frontal activity ([32], Table 4). This, as well
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as additional results of the fMRI studies mentioned above, suggest
that the spatial distribution of the generators of theta EROs changes
with age; this may be responsible for the topographical changes in
the relative strengths of the power at the midline electrodes studied
(not illustrated here).
4.2. ERO power correlations
4.2.1. Intramodal correlations
The observed increase with age in intramodal power correlations, with the largest relative increase between the most distant
electrodes, is consistent with the increase in white matter and
increased functional integration with age during adolescence ([34],
pp. 84, 86). A trend from local connectivity to more global patterns
of connectivity has been shown by studies of the development
of brain networks using MRI methods [35–41]. Since data from
only three midline electrodes has been analyzed at this time, the
topographical information required for a more detailed comparison
with the MRI data is not available. However, data has been recorded
from a dense array of electrodes across the scalp and will be subject
to further analysis.
4.2.2. Intermodal correlations
The trajectories of intermodal correlations and of ERO power
development suggest that there is a developmental transition span
centered at age 18 and ranging from ages 16 to 21, marked by a pattern of divergent development in the auditory and visual systems,
particularly in females. As discussed above (see Section 3.2.2 and
Fig. 2), there is a decrease in intermodal power correlation from
ages 15 to 18, followed by recovery beyond previous levels from
ages 18 to 25, particularly large in females. All but one of the twelve
gender speciﬁc differences between minimum values and values
at age 25 which are signiﬁcant at the p < 10−6 level occur in intermodal correlations. Since intramodal power correlations have no
such decrease and recovery pattern, it can be supposed that there is
a transition between distinct regimes in supramodal development
not found in supraregional development, which accounts for the
divergence between auditory and visual development. The study
by [6] found that common brain regions in the same individuals
were activated in independent auditory and visual oddball tasks.
However, the supramodal features of the P3 response were found
only during one-ﬁfth of the entire duration of the response, which
suggests that our long duration measures are inadequate to fully
determine the trajectory of supramodal development, and its relation to development of modality-speciﬁc features. We know of no
previous observation of divergent development between modality related systems. However, these results may be related to the
decrease and subsequent increase of neural synchrony in adolescents in the same age range reported in [87] and [88].
4.3. Summary
Given the large number of electrophysiological observations
available in the COGA Prospective study, it became possible to
estimate mean rates of change of development with considerable
accuracy. This enabled the identiﬁcation of striking gender differences in the age-speciﬁc developmental patterns of theta band
EROs, but relatively little gender modulation of spatial differences.
Preliminary studies of other P3 related measures derived from the
same subjects with the same methodology show similar patterns of
gender differences in mean rates of change. In addition, the trajectory of correlations between the six electrophysiological variables
examined in this study indicated a developmental divergence and
reconvergence between auditory and visual systems. This suggests
that relatively large neurophysiological systems inﬂuenced by multiple genetic factors may experience coordinated developmental

patterns regulated by gender and modality speciﬁc effects. In a
forthcoming study, the developmental trajectories of the associations between genetic variants (SNPs) from a number of genes
associated with neurophysiological functions and the measures of
the power of theta EROs are studied using the same data set and
similar methodologies. Since measures of the P3 response have
been found to be useful endophenotypes for the study of substance use disorders [89–91], externalizing psychopathology [92],
schizophrenia [93,94], and ADHD [95], and is highly heritable [96],
studies of P3 development in adolescents and young adults may
illuminate neurophysiological and neuroanatomical factors contributing to the onset of these conditions.
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